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Introduction
Welcome to the detailed documentation on how to use all shortcodes of Native Church
Content Management System (CMS) theme to manage your website which is developed on mostly
used and popular Wordpress Content Management System (CMS).
This document provides a comprehensive overview of the shortcode system, using number
of different way to depict different aspects of the system. It is intended to capture and convey the
significant decisions which have been made on the system.
In this tutorial, we will cover how to add different type of shortcodes and their content in their
proper sections like pages, posts, sermons, events, metaboxes and etc.to manage website
perfectly. We will cover these given scenarios in this documentation:
 About Shortcodes
 How to access Shortcodes?
 Different type of Shortcodes

About Shortcodes
The average user acting as editor has the power to publish dynamic content mistreatment
macros, while not the necessity for programming skills however owing to WordPress provided one
in all the foremost helpful feature of shortcodes we are able to manage pages and create them a
lot of engaging and programmatically.
When a shortcode is inserted in a WordPress post or page, it's replaced with another
content. In different words, we have a tendency to instruct WordPress to seek out the macro that's
in sq. brackets ([]) and replace it with the suitable dynamic content, that is made by a PHP perform.

There are different types of shortcodes are created or used in WordPress which are briefly
described here:

1. Simple Shortcodes :
Simple Shortcodes are very simple because they are represented by simple word
which is wrapped by sq. brackets ([]) . The usage is pretty simple. Suppose we need to
display the most recent posts from all posts. We could use something like this:

Example:

[recent-posts]

2. Advance Shortcodes:
Shortcodes are flexible because they allow use to add parameters in order to make
them more functional and easier. Suppose we need to display a particular number of recent
posts so for do this, we need to add an extra option to our shortcode so that specific post
will display in front end. We could use something like this:

Example:

[recent-posts post=”5”]

3. Content in Shortcodes:
We can take our shortcode one step further and add the ability to add content
between short code’s starting and ending code. We could use something like this:

Example:

[content] This is suggest an example. [/content]

How to access Shortcodes?
In Native Church WordPress theme admin user wants to add shortcodes from the
editor panel of page, post, sermon, event, metaboxe and etc. For adding shortcodes first
need to check

shortcode icon in the editor panel. After clicking on it a pop up window

appears from where admin user can add different types of shortcodes in their content. For
easy understanding please check images which are given below:

Img (1) : Shortcode icon display in editor panel.

As per the just pervious image Img(1) it shows the position where the IMIC Framework
Shortcodes icon will display. After clicking on it the next image screen will appears from
which admin user can choose different types of shortcodes and make it the front end of the
page, post, sermon, event, metaboxe and etc. according to their requirement.

Img (2) : Shortcode PopUp Window display after clicking on IMIC Framework Shortcode icon which display in editor panel.

Different Type of Shortcodes
In new Native Church WordPress theme there are different types of shortcodes provided
which are used to set a new and dynamic design of the site. These shortcodes are used by
selecting proper shortcode according to the page, post, sermon, event, metaboxe and etc. After
shortcode selection fill their appropriate fields which are used for front and creation or make
dynamic and provide controls to admin for manage their front end of the site page according to the
demanding design.
According to the given image Img (2) when admin user click on IMIC Framework
Shortcodes button the pop up will display and in this a drop down will provided for selecting
different type of shortcodes according to the requirement. These shortcodes and their field’s details
are given below:

Img (3) : List of Shortcodes display in Pop Up Window.

List of IMIC Framework Shortcodes:

1. Accordion
2. Buttons
3. Columns
4. Counters
5. Form
6. Icons
7. Image
8. Lists
9. Model Box
10. Progress Bar
11. Staff
12. Sermon
13. Sidebar
14. Latest Event
15. Table
16. Tooltip
17. Typography
18. Tabs
19. Toggles
20. Full Screen Video

Just before defined list of IMIC Framework Shortcodes are provided by with the new Native
Church WordPress theme for making front end design according to their requirement and these
shortcodes are very easy to handle or manage. These shortcodes are detailed explain below:

1. Accordion: In shortcodes drop down list there is first option is for Accordion so that after
selecting it, it’s options will display below the shortcodes drop down list for managing
Accordion on front end. Their option fields are :
a.

Accordion ID: Insert your Accordion ID uniquely so that you can separate there
multiple accordions on same page.

b.

Number of Accordions: Insert number for how many accordion tabs you need for
front end.

Img (4): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Accordion Options

Img (5): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Accordion Front End

2. Buttons: From this short code admin user can have multiple options for making there
buttons in different colors, sizes and also in disabled functionality. Their option fields are:
a.

Button Color: Predefined we provided six colors for different situations which are
Default, Primary, Success, Info, Warning and Danger.

b.

Button Type: From this option admin user can manage button state enable or
disable.

c.

Button Text: Insert button text to display on it.

d.

Button URL: Insert URL of the button on which user want to redirect page on it.

e.

Open link in a new window?: As per the option name define check this option if
user need to redirect page in new tab after clicking on it.

f.

Button Size: Predefined we provided four colors for different sizes which are
Default, Extra Small, Small and Large.

g.

Button Extra Class: Insert extra classes for button if user need to make some
custom changes on it.

Img (6): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Button Options

Img (7): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Different Button Layouts for Front end.

3. Columns: According to future vision our developers create predefined columns shortcodes
for making your design in proper column wise or grid wise also which can’t disturb in
responsive layout. These columns shortcodes have some options for making them with
perfection which are described below:
a.

Layout: We provide predefined different layout options like ½ + ½, ¼ + ¼ + ½ and
etc. so that according to requirement user can select there column layout and make
their design own.

b.

Add Extra Class: Insert extra classes for columns if user needs to make some
custom changes on it.

c.

Animation: This option provides animation effects on columns if user needs. We
provided default two options one for moving column from right and from left.

. Img (8): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Different Columns Options

4. Counters: This short code creates running number counter in front end with icon and text.
Their option fields are :
a.

To Value: Enter number from which the counter counts up to.

b.

Subject Text: Insert text to display on counter’s front end design.

c.

Speed: Enter the time you want the counter to take to complete, this value must be
inserted in milliseconds and this field is an optional because default counter speed is
set on 2000 milliseconds.

d.

Icon Image: Select icon from the provide icons to display on counter in front end.

e.

Text Style: Select style for text to display in front end. We have also provided
some default options.

Img (9): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Counter Options

. Img (10): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Counter’s Front End.

5. Form: Insert form short code to make form in front end with design and fields as per given in
image below.

Img (11): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Form’s Front End.

6. Icons: Insert icons in front end from predefined provided icons from the Icon Image option.
The admin icon option panel provided in just next screen image.

Img (12): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Icon’s Admin Option Panel.

7. Image: For displaying images in front end post, page or etc. area we provide an image short
code from which admin user can add images on it. For adding images there are some option
fields to fill first which are:

a.

Image URL: Insert image URL for displaying it in front design.

b.

Image Width: Mention width of the image for front display.

c.

Image Height: Mention height of the image for front display.

d.

Add Extra Class: Insert extra classes for image if user needs to make some
custom changes on it.

Img (13): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Image’s Admin Option Panel.

8. Lists: In IMIC Framework Shortcodes we developed a shortcodes for managing different
types of lists from one option panel. In list short code admin user can easily manage list
types their icons and many other things as per their requirement for their page front end
display. List short code’s option fields are :
a.

List Style: For creating list on browser screen we provide some predefined list
styles which are used for easy to maintain list flow and its design. For this we provide
default list styles which are Custom Unordered List, Unordered List, Ordered List,
Icon List, Inline List and Description List.

b.

List Icons: These predefined icons are used for lists when admin user can select
Icon List option from List style option field.

c.

Number of list items: As per the heading meaning says this field used for how
many list items need to create from this short code?

d.

Add Extra Class: Insert extra classes for list if user needs to make some custom
changes on it.

Img (14): IMIC Framework Shortcodes List’s Admin Option Panel.

Img (15): IMIC Framework Shortcodes different type of List’s front end designs.

9. Model Box: For adding model box feature in website admin user need to insert model box
short code by filling some basic option fields which are :
a.

Model Box ID: Insert your ID uniquely so that you can separate there multiple
model box on same page.

b.

Model Box Title: Insert Model Box title to display on model box as per in image
shows.

c.

Model Box Body Text: Insert Model Box text to display on model box as per in
image shows.

d.

Model Box Button Text: Insert Model Box button text to display on model box as
per in model box button shows.

Img (16): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Model’s Admin Panel.

Img (17): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Model’s Web Browser View.

10.

Progress Bar: For adding some progress bars in your website you need to use this
short code by filling some fields which are :
a.

Percent: Insert percent in which user need to create progress bar.

b.

Progress Text: Insert progress bar text which display on progress bar.

c.

Progress Value: Enter value that you’d like shown at the end of the progress bar
on completion.

d.

Progress Bar Type: In Shortcodes we provided predefined three progress bar
types which are Standard, Stripped, Colored which front end display shows in
progress bar image.

e.

Progress Bar Color Type: For creating different type of colored progress bars we
provided some colors on their functionality state which are Primary, Success, Info,
Warning and Danger.

Img (18): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Progress Bar’s Admin Panel and Website View.

11.

Staff: For inserting staffs in front page through the short code user can use this. In this
admin user need to fill some fields which are :
a.

Number of Staff: Insert number for displaying staffs in front view.

b.

Order by Menu: Use this option for displaying staffs according to order by menu or
not.

c.

Staff Categories: Use this option for displaying staffs according to staff category.

d.

Column Structure: Select column structure in which user want to display staffs as
per their requirements.

Img (19): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Staff’s Admin Panel.

12.

Sermons: For displaying sermons admin user need to fill these fields first which are :
a.

Enter Title: Insert title for sermon’s section.

b.

Number of Sermons: Insert number for displaying sermons in website view.

c.

Sermon Category: Display sorted sermons according to their category.

d.

Column Structure: Insert sermon section’s column structure.

Img (20): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Sermon’s Admin Panel.

13.

Sidebar: For inserting sidebar in page admin user need to follow these options first :
a.

Select Sidebar: Select sidebar from drop down to insert in page.

b.

Select column for sidebar: Select column in which sidebar will display on front.

Img (21): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Sidebar’s Admin Panel.

14.

Latest Events: For displaying latest events on page use this short code and for make
active this user need to insert some information according to the option fields which are :
a.

Enter Title: Insert title for latest events section.

b.

Number of Events: Insert number for displaying events in website view.

c.

Style: For displaying latest events we provided two styles one for grid and another
for list view.

d.

Event Categories: Display sorted events according to their category.

e.

Event Type: Select type future or past of event for displaying events.

Img (22): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Latest Events Admin Panel.

15.

Table: For creating table structure to display in front end of the site we provides a short
code for it. For inserting this short code admin user need to insert their fields information and
fields are :
a.

Table Style: By default we provided two styles for table one is Stripped Table Style
and another one is Bordered Table Style so that user can choose according to their
need.

b.

Table Head: Select Yes or No for merging table head in table short code.

c.

Number of Columns: Insert number of columns for table creation.

d.

Number of Rows: Insert number of rows for table creation.

Img (23): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Table’s Admin Panel.

Img (24): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Table’s Web Browser View.

16.

Tooltip: For adding tooltips in between paragraphs or any content admin user need to
use this short code for making tooltips according to their requirement. For making this first
we need to insert these some fields information :
a.

Text: Insert text for display in tooltip.

b.

Link: Insert link on which tooltip will redirect.

c.

Direction: Select direction for displaying tooltip.

Img (25): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Tooltip’s Admin Panel.

Img (26): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Tooltip’s Front View

17.

Typography: For inserting basic typography elements in content or area. We provided
some basic typography elements for those we these are the basic elements for any manage
any blog or website. IMIC Framework Shortcodes
Typography types are :

a.

Anchor Tag

b.

Heading

c.

Paragraph

d.

Span Tag

e.

Divider

f.

Container

g.

Alert Box

h.

Blockquote

i.

Dropcap

j.

Code

k.

Label

l.

Spacer

m.

Section

For these typography elements admin user need to insert some basic information
regarding to these like Add Extra Class, Spacer Type, Dropcap Types and etc. All typography
displays in front view as per the provided right next image Img (27).

Img (27): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Typographies Front View.

18.

Tabs: For inserting tabs in website’s front view we create this very useful short code for
admins. By this short code admin user will insert dynamic tabs for their pages and after
inserting short code into the editor section only user need to set their content in it. For this
we need to fill these fields first which are :
a.

Tab ID: Insert your ID uniquely so that you can separate there multiple tabs on
same page.

b.

Number of Tabs: Insert number of tabs which you want.

Img (28): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Tab’s Admin Panel.

Img (29): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Tabs Design View.

19.

Toggles: For inserting toggles in website, admin user will insert dynamic toggles short
code for their pages and after inserting short code into the editor only user want to update
their content in it. For this we need to fill these fields first which are :
a.

Toggle ID: Insert your ID uniquely so that you can separate there multiple toggles
on same page.

b.

Number of Toggles: Insert number of toggles which you want.

Img (30): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Toggle’s Admin Panel.

Img (31): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Toggles Design View.

20.

Fullscreen Video: In front end if admin needs to display full screen video so that he will
need to use this short code. For this admin needs to insert the video URL here. This short
code only supports Vimeo/YouTube video links, and please makes sure you enter the full
video URL, not shortened, and HTTP only.

Img (30): IMIC Framework Shortcodes Fullscreen Video’s Admin Panel.

